explores the growth of private libraries and bibliophilia, and the publication of book rankings such as Sir John Lubbock's list of the 'best 100 books' ( p. 68). He discusses the associated formalisation of literary canons, as well as changes in the practice of reviewing, including contemporary controversy as to the rights and wrongs of anonymity. The cult of the author is considered, in particular the rise of commemorative and tourist activities. There are also chapters on relations between English literature and foreign literatures, on the use of literature to aid product advertising, on the role of the press, on the dilemmas of privacy provoked by the increasing publication of letters and journals, on the fashion for bestowing titles and honours on successful authors, on the hierarchy of clubs and salons attended by writers, on the various modes of dress and fashion favoured by style-conscious authors of the period, on lecture tours, and on literary agents.
Waller also includes several author case studies. In addition to an extensive investigation of 'Market Conditions', these form the best part of Part III, on 'Best-Sellers'. These chapters concern authors who sold enormous volumes in their own day, but who have slipped from public and academic notice in the present. The first such author is Charles Garvice, whose 'romantic potboilers' ( p. 698) apparently provided just the right mix of elements to ensure that his 'works outsold most of his contemporaries' ( p. 681). Waller then considers the equally obscure Florence Barclay and Nat Gould, alongside the slightly more memorable Hall Cain and Marie Corelli. He identifies the appeal of religious questions and moral dilemmas as a key determinant of such mass-market success. The last part of the book is devoted to writers' political adventures, with necessary reference to their effective rejection of the aestheticist divorce of art from life. The increasing tendency of authors to pronounce on public matters is identified by Waller as a sign of the new 'pretensions of authorship' ( p. 845), a subject that leads to a discussion of the campaign trail, and of the parliamentary involvements of men such as Hilaire Belloc and John Buchan. Waller's treatment of political matters extends to the contribution writers made to the war effort as propagandists, and to the relaxation of censorship. The final chapter revisits Matthew Arnold's influential slight on nonconformity and suburbia, and considers the related break between 'the pre-Great War best-seller and the modern' ( p. 1046). Returning to the subject of religion, Waller explains that 'Authors who had no religion conspicuously failed to grasp a significant source of inspiration in others' ( p. 1046). Referring, presumably, to a wider change of outlook, he notes that this new 'carelessness cut them off from the past' (p. 1046) -from the culture of the pre-war bestseller, but also from the possibility of achieving the sales which it once enjoyed.
In his preface Waller sets out his professional and methodological stall. We learn quickly that he is an historian, and that he is suspicious of the 'sundry "-isms"' (p. vii) which were seizing university history and literature faculties when this book was first conceived. Now, he assures us, the formerly 'eccentric' study of literary life is 'fashionable'. He is nevertheless careful to retain his distance, dismissing the materialisation of this line of enquiry in the specialism of 'Life Writing' as a 'professional job creation scheme' that 'risks simultaneously throttling public interest' (p. vii). It is clear from this opening, and from what follows, that Waller sees the historian's task as straightforward. This is not to suggest that he is in any way politically naive: much of his commentary is acutely sensitive to the influence of financial imperatives on purportedly neutral categories such as that of literary esteem. Yet he remains content to restrict all discussion of precisely what he is doing to a short preface, and to get on with the business of writing history thereafter. This sense of solid vocation is reflected in recurring -and rather complacent -references to 'the historian': 'The historian [. . .] should not fail to acknowledge a strengthening band of humorists, operating in theatre and music hall' (p. 80); 'Historians are not trained to subscribe to a deus ex machina thesis' (p. 219), etc.
Waller does not just limit his discussion of method; he also chooses to restrict the play of his considerable analytical faculties. When threads are tied together, when a broad statement is ventured, the effect is impressive. And yet such moments are frustratingly few and far between. The primary instinct is to catalogue rather than to explain. This is a task which Waller performs to a remarkably high standard, but we are rarely told what the author is doing, and why. Given the lack of chapter introductions and conclusions, one constantly has the sense of immediate immersion in the detail. The same applies on the level of the whole book. The last chapter ends with the passage already quoted, which refers to those authors whose lack of conspicuous religion 'cut them off from the past'. This potentially broad point springs from some quite local reflections on the work of Virginia Woolf. It is a strangely anticlimactic note on which to close. Thus the reader is generally left to gather the direction of Waller's case from his choice of epigraphs, and from the chapter headings. The quality and clarity of the prose is such that this procedure works where it would founder in the hands of a lesser writer. Yet there remains a sense of lost opportunity, of untapped insights, of revealing reflections for which the author has not found space.
The issue of space -more specifically, of length -cannot be ignored when one is confronted with a volume of this size. Waller admits in the preface that 'The book was conceived [. . .] in the early 1980s', and that 'the material in it has been compiled systematically [. . .] over the years' (p. vii).
Though one should be left in no doubt that the depth and quality of the scholarship perfectly justify the time spent, this lengthy maturation does not come without a cost. Something of the loose coherence already remarked upon springs from the sheer ambition of coverage. Waller explains that 'considerable areas have been truncated or excluded altogether' in the final work ( p. vii). This leads one to wonder what rules governed inclusion of material, and whether Waller goes too far when he treats certain rather peripheral (albeit interesting) topics, such as the role of characters who converse in foreign languages in front of their servants or the precise social configuration of clubs in London. On reading the book continuously one finds repetition, and glosses attached to topics that have already been covered, such as the fact that Max Gate was the home of Thomas Hardy. This occasional lack of continuity need not pose problems. It might easily be justified if one accepts that the chapters are self-contained. After all, the length of the work dictates that many readers will choose to consult isolated sections as one might a reference work. Some statement on how the book should be used would nevertheless have been welcome, as it would have lessened the sense of disorientation and discontinuity.
Still, Waller writes with rare clarity and precision. It may be optimistic to expect such a detailed, serious, and long work to 'entertain as well as inform' ( p. vii), but there are passages of real wit and flavour. In one such, Waller refers unexpectedly to Hall Caine's book for the Ministry of Munitions, Our Girls: Their Work for the War Effort (1916): this title 'contained the priceless declaration "Constant intercourse at work has given the men a high opinion of the women"' ( p. 751). Comedy aside, Waller's years of painstaking research have borne fruit, and he presents the reader with some fascinating documents. In the chapter on bibliophiles, he uses parliamentary returns for 1876-7 to indicate that 'Leeds's lending library placed 19 per cent of readers in the professional and middle classes, 81 per cent in the working classes' (p. 51). In the same chapter, he details the impressive borrowings of a labourer and domestic servant. Their taste extended, respectively, to J. R. Green's Short History of the English People (1874) and to E. C. Dawson's The History and Life of Bishop Hannington (1887).
Waller is the kind of historian who is interested in rooting broad trends in a rich texture of representative quotation and anecdote. He is not in the business of taking other writers to task, or engaging with sweeping historical theses. If we accept this preference, and acknowledge the integrity of his method, we are obliged to recognise Writers, Readers, and Reputations as a serious achievement. Above all, the book is useful. It will prove an invaluable resource to scholars seeking a reference tool on a huge range of topics, not only because of its coverage, but because Waller produces the kind of scholarship on which one can rely. Moreover, it is successful in describing the remarkable conditions amidst which a mass audience for literature had been possible, achieving this task without either romanticising a long lost age or exaggerating the extent of its difference from the present. PERHAPS PETER NEAGOE was feeling lucky when he contacted Laura Riding in 1931, seeking a piece for his anthology, Americans Abroad. He secured contributions from Pound, Hemingway, Stein, and Williams. Was it too much to hope that Riding would offer something? Most definitelybut she did allow him to publish her letter of refusal. It carried a postscript: 'You say that your anthology will be free from literary politics. If this means neutrality, then I prefer literary politics, as I prefer wrongness to middleness.' 1 In later decades, a peculiar form of literary politics, born of her relationship with Robert Graves, shaped ideas about Riding and her work. Biographical accounts of Riding have often lacked 'neutrality'. Such is the case in Tom Matthews's memoir Under the Influence and the biographies of Graves written by Martin Seymour-Smith and Richard Perceval Graves. The promotion of these stories continues: Poetic Unreason, a Graves biopic, is currently under production and being billed as 'a tale of sexual jealousy and obsession'. 2 As biographer and editor, Elizabeth Friedmann offers an alternative account of Riding's life, along with a selection from the poetry and prose comprising that life's work. 
